
What is UKiset?
The UK Independent Schools’ Entry 
Test (UKiset) is an age-standardised 
test of a student’s broad academic 
ability.  It tests English, Mathematics 
and Reasoning, and is able to tell 
prospective schools and parents 
how the student compares with other 
students at UK independent schools.

A large number of UK independent 
schools use the test as a first means of 
determining a student’s suitability.

OFFICIAL PREPARATION
COURSES
ACCREDITED BY UKISET®

Aim high,  
climb further,  
discover more.



UKiset  
Preparation Courses
Ascent Prep offers Hong Kong’s only official 
UKiset Preparation course.

Students will want to ensure that they perform to the best 
of their abilities in the UKiset test if they are to be offered 
a place at one of the UK’s top schools.  However, the type 
of questions employed in the UKiset test – especially those 
in verbal and non-verbal reasoning – may be unfamiliar to 
students from Hong Kong.

The UKiset Preparation Course is designed to ensure that 
students know exactly what they will face, and how to 
tackle questions, and to give them plenty of practice of 
doing so.

How long is the  
UKiset Preparation Course?
5 weeks – this is officially recommended by UKiset, gives 
students the statistically best chance of practising and 
improving before the actual test, and is the optimal time 
for improvement.

What will the UKiset Preparation 
Course cover?
•	 Non-Verbal Reasoning (solving problems using 

pictures, diagrams and patterns)

•	 Verbal Reasoning (solving problems using words and 
language)

•	 Mathematics (working with numbers, value, and 
sequences)

•	 English skills (grammar, vocabulary, reading 
comprehension, listening and creative writing) 

Where will it take place?
At Ascent Prep in Causeway Bay.  It will be taught by 
Ascent Prep’s highly experienced UK tutors, in small group 
classes.

Why is this course the most suitable in 
Hong Kong?
It has been designed for and in conjunction with UKiset, 
in London, and is the only Official Preparation Course in 
Hong Kong.

There will be a ‘mock’ examination in Week 3: this will enable students to identify areas of weakness and for these to be 
worked on before the actual test.  It will also enable clear progression to be shown.

English + VR Maths + NVR Tests

Week 1 Introducing UKiset; Grammar Mathematics

Week 2 Reasoning; Puzzles; Comprehension Introducing Vocabulary

Week 3 Classifying Vocabulary Vocabulary Questions Mock UKiset

Week 4 Descriptive Writing Geometry + Non-Verbal reasoning

Week 5 Opinion Writing Non-Verbal sequences

How to contact us 

T: +852 2351 6132   

Whatsapp: +852 5990 9930   

E: info@ascent-prep.com  

I Ascentprephk

www.ascent-prep.com

Registered office: Unit 216-217, 68 Yee Wo Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.


